## WM3670H_A
### 4.5 cu.ft. Ultra Large Front Load Washer

### Key Features
- **Capacity**: 4.5 cu. ft.
- **Steam**:
- **Allergiene™ Cycle**:
- **12 Wash Programs**:
- **ENERGY STAR® Most Efficient 2016**

### Product Features
- **CAPACITY**
  - Capacity: 4.5 cu. ft.
- **APPEARANCE**
  - Design Look: Front Control
  - On-Door Electronic Control Panel with LED Display
  - Hard Buttons
  - Dial-A-Cycle™
- **ENERGY**
  - ENERGY STAR® Most Efficient 2016
  - CEE Tier: 1
- **WASH PROGRAMS**
  - No. of Programs: 12
  - No. of Options: 10
  - No. of Wash/Rinse Temps: 5
  - Spin Speeds: Extra High (1,300 max.), High, Medium, Low, No Spin
  - No. of Water Levels: Automatically adjusts to the size of load
- **FABRIC CARE FEATURES**
  - Steam Technology
  - Allergiene™ Cycle
  - Sanitary Cycle
  - ColdWash™ Option
- **CONVENIENCE FEATURES**
  - TrueBalance™ Anti-Vibration System
  - 4 Tray Dispenser
  - LoDecibel™ Quiet Operation
  - End of Cycle Signal
  - LoadSense
  - Child Lock
  - Auto Suds Removal
  - Forced Drain System
  - Leveling Legs: 4 Adjustable Legs
  - Easy Loading Tilt Tub™
- **SMART THING™ TECHNOLOGY**
  - SmartDiagnosis™
  - NFC Tag On Technology
  - MOTOR AND AGITATOR
    - Motor Type: Inverter Direct Drive Motor
    - Motor Speed: Variable

### Specifications
- **Max RPM**: 1,300
- **Axis**: Horizontal
- **MATERIALS AND FINISHES**
  - NeveRust™ Stainless Steel Drum
  - Cabinet: PCM
  - Control Panel: Plastic
  - Top Plate: Painted
  - Door Rim: Glass/Chrome
  - Door Cover: Transparent
  - Available Colors: White (W), Graphite Steel (V), Wild Cherry Red (R)
- **OPTIONS/ACCESSORIES**
  - Pedestal: WDP4W, WDP4V, WDP4R
  - Sidekick™ Pedestal Washer: WD100CW, WD100CV
  - Stacking Kit: KSTK1
- **DIMENSIONS**
  - Product (WxHxD): 27" x 38 11/16" x 31 1/2" (51" D with door open)
  - Carton (WxHxD): 29 1/2" x 43 5/16" x 31 5/16"
  - Weight (Product/Carton): 198.4 lbs / 220.4 lbs
- **LIMITED WARRANTY**
  - 1 Year Parts and Labor, 10 Years Motor, Lifetime on Drum
- **UPC CODES**
  - WM3670HWA Washer (White): 048231 017497
  - WM3670HVA Washer (Graphite Steel): 048231 017503
  - WM3670HRA Washer (Wild Cherry Red): 048231 017510
  - DLEX3370W Electric Dryer (White): 048231 014069
  - DLEX3371W Gas Dryer (White): 048231 014076
  - DLEX3370V Electric Dryer (Graphite Steel): 048231 014090
  - DLEX3371V Gas Dryer (Graphite Steel): 048231 014106
  - DLEX3370R Electric Dryer (White): 048231 014809
  - DLEX3371R Gas Dryer (White): 048231 014816
  - WDP4V Pedestal (Graphite Steel): 048231 012904
  - WDP4W Pedestal (White): 048231 012898
  - WDP4R Pedestal (Wild Cherry Red): 048231 011204
  - WD100CV Sidekick™ Pedestal Washer (Graphite Steel): 048231 015165
  - WD100CW Sidekick™ Pedestal Washer (White): 048231 015172
  - KSTK1 Stacking Kit (Chrome): 048231 011204
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